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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Singapore’s first demographic dividend contributed 38% of the GDP per capita growth between 1970 and 2010. This first dividend was however exhausted by 2012, when a rising chronological old-age dependency ratio offset the decline in young-age dependency. Looking ahead, population ageing as computed on a chronological, static basis will lead to a drag to GDP per capita growth of 2.2% per annum between 2020 and 2050. This paper explores the potential for a second demographic dividend in Singapore, which can arise as a societal response to population ageing via saving and capital accumulation. Policies that would support the emergence and capture of the benefits of this second dividend are also discussed.
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Introduction: the demographic context
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Population Prospects 2022, Online Edition. Medium 
fertility variant estimates for 2050

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Singapore’s transition from young to super-aged society projected to be almost twice as rapid as Japan’s transition (UN Population Division, World Population Prospects 2022: medium fertility variant estimates for 2050).
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The demographic dividends

First demographic dividend (bonus, gift, window of opportunity)

Second demographic dividend (Mason & Lee, 2004)
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The demographic dividends

First demographic dividend (bonus, gift, window of opportunity)
• Fertility decline reduces young-age dependency and increases share of working-

age population
• Leads to a boost in economic productivity
• Arithmetic in nature, ultimately transient

Second demographic dividend (Mason & Lee, 2004)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The actual term demographic dividend seems to have been coined by Bloom, Canning and Malaney in the early 2000s, but the idea that societies that are going through demographic transition and experiencing fertility decline get a productivity boost as the young-age dependency falls and the share of the working age population increases had been studied quite well before that and was known variously as a demographic gift, bonus or window of opportunity.  It is almost arithmetic in nature, and given the progression through the stages of demographic transition will not last forever.   So at some point, a couple of decades after fertility stops falling quickly, this arithmetic first dividend reverses, and the share of the working age population declines as more people retire from the workforce than the younger generation entering it.  There is then a demographic bust, or burden.
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The demographic dividends

First demographic dividend (bonus, gift, window of opportunity)

Second demographic dividend (Mason, 2005)

• Accumulation of savings as rational response to ageing
• Invested savings can lead to capital deepening and increased productivity per

worker
• Applies to economic capital and broadened to include human capital investments

(health and education)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The actual term demographic dividend seems to have been coined by Bloom, Canning and Malaney, but the idea that societies that are going through demographic transition and experiencing fertility decline get a productivity boost as the young-age dependency falls and the share of the working age population increases had been studied quite well before that and was known variously as a demographic gift, bonus or window of opportunity.  It is almost arithmetic in nature, and given the progression through the stages of demographic transition will not last forever.   So at some point, a couple of decades after fertility stops falling quickly, this arithmetic first dividend reverses, and the share of the working age population declines as more people retire from the workforce than the younger generation entering it.  This is the demographic bust, or burden.
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Methodology for estimating the DDs
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Estimating the first dividend

Economic support ratio (ESR): effective number of producers to effective number of consumers

First demographic dividend

Unwinding of first demographic dividend due to ageing
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The economic support ratio is defined as the effective number of producers to effective number of consumers (understanding that no-one automatically becomes a fully productive person once they reach age 24, nor do you necessarily consume much more than you earn once you hit some chronologically defined retirement age.  (SlideFWD) The period of the emergence of a first demographic dividend is when the Economic Support Ratio is rising, (SlideFWD) and the reversal when the ESR is falling.  
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Estimating the second dividend
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offset rise in  consumption as result 
of ageing)

Second 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
According to Mason & Lee’s formulation of the second dividend, societies undergoing ageing can choose to accumulate transfer wealth, depend on intra- and inter-generational transfers which does not yield a second dividend, or choose to accumulate assets to help them finance their post-retirement consumption.  If invested ineffectively and there is no boost in productivity then the second dividend does not happen or is very weak, but if those savings are invested and productivity rises to offset consumption then we do get a second dividend.  The concept of the second dividend was applied at first to economic capital, but the concept of a second dividend has been broadened now to also include investments in human capital, such as education and health. 
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Estimating the second dividend

Mason & Lee (2006) set out a quantitative
method involving the calculation of the
lifetime support ratio (LSR):

the effective number of producers
discounted and cumulated over the lifetime
of all year t adults

divided by

the effective number of consumers
discounted and cumulated over the lifetime
of all year t adults.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
According to Mason & Lee’s formulation of the second dividend, societies undergoing ageing can choose to accumulate transfer wealth, depend on intra- and inter-generational transfers which does not yield a second dividend, or choose to accumulate assets to help them finance their post-retirement consumption.  If invested ineffectively and there is no boost in productivity then the second dividend does not happen or is very weak, but if those savings are invested and productivity rises to offset consumption then we do get a second dividend.  
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The first dividend in Singapore

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what was the first demographic dividend in Singapore?
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ESR rises, then falls
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• First demographic dividend contributed 38% of GDP per capita growth between 1967 to 2012

• Reversal of first demographic dividend result in a -1.6% per annum drag in GDP per capita growth from 
2015 to 2060
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Singapore has gone through the various stages of demographic transition very quickly, and today it is one of the most rapidly ageing societies in the world. {SlideFWD x10).  But the initial stages of that transition, when fertility is falling, Singapore experienced this very powerful first dividend between 1967 and 2012.  (SlideFWD)  We estimate the first dividend contributed 38% of GDP per capita growth over this 45 year period, but this is now reversing as the population ages, resulting in a negative 1.6% per annum drag in GDP per capita growth between 2015 and 2060 due to ageing.
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The second dividend in Singapore

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now to the second dividend in Singapore.
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Savings accumulation points to 2nd DD?
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Second dividend estimated 

These demographic 
dividend (DD) 
calculations only 
capture lifetime 
labour income and 
consumption using 
age-profiles from 
2013

Average annual 
change in ESR (first 

DD) and LSR (second 
DD)

Quantifying Singapore’s First and Second DDs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We calculate using the Mason & Lee formulation that the second DD emerged in the 1990s in Singapore.  Of course, this is just the calculations for the lifetime support ratio and shows only the change in the present value of the lifetime labour incomes and consumption using our profiles from 2013, so it is a bit static, and it is only the savings accumulation potential being shown here, and we would need to assume that the higher order effects of such lifetime savings accumulation translate into higher capital intensity and greater productivity.  And it is really only confined to economic capital, and not included here is the impact of human capital intensification on productivity, which one could argue might actually be equally powerful.
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The future of demographic dividends in 
Singapore
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Changing lifetime labour income profiles

$

Age in years

• From higher educational 
attainment over life-
course, leading to 
improved lifetime labour 
income

• Changing nature of work 
(from manual work to 
knowledge work) to 
prolong productive 
capacity, especially at 
older ages, e.g. delaying 
retirement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So now let’s move on to other possible sources that might contribute to Singapore’s demographic dividends.  This chart shows how labour income could have progressed across the life-cycle between 2018 and 2013.  My Singapore colleague Eddie Choo will present later today and show how significant educational expansion and higher educational attainment from the 1970s onwards has led to improved labour income trajectories over the life course, especially for those in their prime working age today.  The changing nature of work with knowledge work replacing manual labour for many has allowed many to delay retirement, and Singapore’s average effective retirement age has risen steadily over the past two decades – of course changes to the retirement and re-employment age legislation have also helped with this.
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Second dividend: an educational dividend?

persons

Age in years

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And this is perhaps a foretaste of what might still be coming, if we can project forward recent trends in educational attainment going forward.  In 2020, about 12% of the population aged 65+ had some form of tertiary education but by 2060, the large majority of the 65+ population could have some form of tertiary-level education.  If this higher education is accompanied by higher life-cycle earnings, this would represent human capital intensification leading to higher productivity and an educational dividend.
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Second dividend: a health longevity dividend?

(Matsukura, 2015)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Improving health outcomes could also result in a prolonged healthful longevity dividend, both from the perspective of longer productive working lives and higher lifetime income but perhaps also in lowered health and long-term care expenditure for the older population.  (SlideFWD) This chart on the right presented by Matsukura in 2015 shows the age-profiles for labour income and consumption per capita for Japan between 1984 and 2009.  Whilst on the labour income one does see some gains from better productivity amongst the different age cohorts over that 25 year period, consumption at all ages has also risen (education for the young – you could argue that this is an investment, but is it yielding the appropriate lifetime labour income gains commensurate with that greater investment?), and there is also higher health and long-term care expenditure for the old, especially those 80+ between 1999 and 2004.  Note that Japan introduced its national long-term care insurance programme in 2000.
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Extending the dividend accumulation phase

Extending the period of lifecycle 
surplus accumulation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By improving educational attainment and sustaining the returns on that educational investment, as well as extending healthful longevity through appropriate policies in these domains, you could extend the demographic dividend accumulation phase.  In this chart, we show the projection of Singapore’s aggregate life-cycle from 2015 using our NTA 2013 profiles.   The current surplus is projected to turn into an aggregate life-cycle deficit by 2029 if we do not assume any changes in the lifetime production and consumption, or the policies that can affect them. But if we assume we do continue to accrue educational or healthful longevity dividends we could postpone the point at which the surpluses turn into deficits.  
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Other demographic dividends to accrue?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Are there other demographic dividends to tap that might be captured if we had the right policies?  I will end with a couple of possibilities.  The first is the proposition by Linda Fried who suggested the possibility of a third demographic dividend; one in which the roles and responsibilities of older adults establish new kinds of sustained social capital, that solve major unmet societal needs and create increased societal well-being.  The other is a gender dividend, and here we would like to tap on the Counting Women’s Work project and develop National Time Transfer Accounts for Singapore, which seeks to do for the non-market economy what NTA does for the market economy.  Gender gaps exist everywhere, and whilst Singapore has narrowed these gaps somewhat some gender disparities still persist and therein could lie sources for a gender dividend.  
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Gender dividend – market work
Resident  Labour Force  Aged  Fifteen  Years  and  Over  by  Highest  Qualification  Attained  and  Gender

Source: Labour Force in Singapore Surveys, Ministry of Manpower, 
Singapore

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
See the almost tenfold increase in the female college degree holders in the labour force in 2021 compared with 1991.
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Capturing the DDs: the challenge

Successfully capturing demographic 
dividends at a societal level depends on: 

• Norms
• Institutions
• Policies

and the capacity of each society for change 
in the above.

Norms

InstitutionsPolicies
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Change needed to capture 2nd DD: 
Education

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hypothetical dotted red-line reapportions total per capita education expenditure from the 2013 profile more evenly over the life course.
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Demographic dividends: policy dependency

To capture demographic dividends policy focus and implementation 
necessary in:

Education  

Health

Fiscal/public revenues-expenditure
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Demographic dividends: policy dependency

To capture demographic dividends policy focus and implementation 
necessary in:

Education  
• Spreading educational investments over the life-course
• The economic and social returns to education over the life-course

Health

Fiscal/public revenues-expenditure 
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Demographic dividends: policy dependency

To capture demographic dividends policy focus and implementation 
necessary in:

Education  

Health
• Changing care requirements provided by health systems (primary, 

tertiary, long-term care)
• Mental health and well-being

Fiscal /public revenues-expenditure 
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Demographic dividends: policy dependency

To capture demographic dividends policy focus and implementation 
necessary in:

Education  

Health

Fiscal/public revenues-expenditure (how public transfers are funded)
• Intersection of public finances with:

• pension systems and retirement adequacy
• Health and long-term care infrastructure

• Public asset-based reallocations (and considerations of intergenerational 
equity)
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END
Please contact Mr Christopher Gee at christopher.gee@nus.edu.sg or 
Eddie Choo at eddie.choo@nus.edu.sg
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Comments and feedback welcome.  
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